HACEF (Health Access Control Enforcement Framework)

Overview

HACEF is a privacy-aware access control framework that provides secure access to sensitive patient data as specified in a Patient Health Record (PHR). A PHR is a collection of various types of data related to a patient and is provided by healthcare professionals (medical doctors from public hospitals or private practice), clinics or hospitals (clinical observations or readings from various monitoring devices) and the patient himself/herself. The data in a PHR may be of administrative nature (e.g., the patient’s sex or age), or of medical nature (e.g., known allergies, illnesses, treatments). HACEF provides access control over data that are static (e.g., administrative data), dynamic (e.g., age, known allergies) and streaming (e.g., periodic measurements of vital signs in an intensive care environment).

Access to a PHR is governed by the EU Data Protection Directive, which requires the patient’s informed consent for third parties to access his PHR. In more detail, the patient should authorize access to his data, specifying explicitly who can access which parts of his PHR, when, and for which purpose.

HACEF uses access control enforcement techniques to ensure the selective exposure of the information contained in a PHR according to the patient’s consent. To do so, an abstract model is employed, which records the access labels of explicit or implied information objects. In this model, an object’s access label is an expression that depends only on the data and not on the access privileges as specified by a patient (that may differ between applications and even for the same application between accessing entities).

The benefits of using such a model are multiple. First of all, the abstract expressions for the implied information objects are computed only once. Moreover, the same expression may be associated to various different access control policies and such policies allow determining the possibility to access the information object at query time. Thus, any changes that may affect access to an object (e.g., editing a policy, experimenting with new access policies, the use of a new application on the same data, changes in the data and/or its accessibility) require no recomputation and automatically apply in future queries.

Target Domains

HACEF is currently targeted towards the medical domain. However, the abstract access control model on which HACEF is based can be used in all domains where there is the need to control the access to sensitive information; this includes financial, government, transport and communication data, among others. The main benefits of HACEF appear in domains where the same data can be accessed by different applications, changes are frequently applied on the data and the access policies are dynamic.
Description

HACEF uses open source technologies such as the MonetDB open source columnar database management system to store sensitive data, accessing entities and access privileges.

To prove the applicability of our approach, we have developed a custom-made Personal Health Record Application (PHRA). PHRA is a web application using JSP technology on top of the HACEF platform. The patient can login to PHRA using his credentials, and then select which accessing entities can access which parts of his/her PHR and for which purpose; this amounts to filling in a consent form and determine the access privileges that various accessing entities have on the patient’s medical information. A regular user can define new or modify existing consent forms.

An accessing entity (for instance, a doctor) can login to the system by providing his/her credentials, and query the data; the results of his/her query will be appropriately filtered depending on his/her access privileges, as specified by the patients’ consent forms.

Additional Information

A video demonstrating a specific usage scenario employing HACEF can be found at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wYbiWvTfyE